**PRICE LIST**

**PATTERN SERVICES**
- General Pattern Work .................................................. $80.00 per hour
- New Patterns ............................................................... 2 Hour Minimum ($160.00)

All patterns include a detail Head Card/Cutters Must and 1 digital + 1 paper at no additional charge

**DIGITIZING**
- Minimum..................................................................... $50.00 for up to 5 pieces; over 5 @ $5.00/piece

**GRADING**
- General Grading .......................................................... $75.00 (10 pc; add’l pc @ $2.00/pc)
  (Includes copy of nest only)

**MARKERS**
- Basic minimum ........................................................... $50.00 for up to 50 pieces; over 50 @ $2.00/piece marked
- Engineered minimum .................................................. $75.00 for up to 50 pieces; over 50 @ $3.00/piece marked
- Yields........................................................................... $25.00 for up to 2 fabrics; over 2 @ $15.00/fabric

**DUPLICATE/ PRINTOUTS**
- Single size pattern ....................................................... $20.00 minimum per style
- Graded nest ................................................................. $20.00 minimum per style
- Marker......................................................................... $20.00 for up to 3 yards; over 3 @ $2.00/yard
- Conversions................................................................. $20.00 minimum per style

**OTHER SERVICES**
- Fitting at Patternworks ................................................ $75.00/hr. (minimum 1 hour charge)
- Fitting at Patternworks (archived to DVD) ................. $100.00/hr. (minimum 1 hour charge)
- Prototype Sewing ....................................................... $45.00 per hour-$50.00 minimum charge
- Prototype Cutting ...................................................... $25.00 minimum
- Spec sheets ................................................................... Call for quote
- Sketches........................................................................ Call for quote
- Measure pattern .......................................................... up to 10 points $40.00, over 10 @ $4.00/point measured
- Measure garment .......................................................... up to 10 points $25.00, over 10 @ $2.00/point measured
- Consulting ..................................................................... $100.00/hr. + travel cost (minimum 1 hour charge)
- Rush Charge .................................................................. $100.00/hr. 50% up charge for 24 hours turn time

**TERMS & CONDITIONS**
1. We reserve the right to adjust pricing accordingly based on project’s difficulty
2. All new customers C.O.D. and possible down payments
3. Net 10 days with approved credit; Penalty charges will apply on past due amounts
4. Sales tax where applicable
5. Cancellation - charge will apply according to work done
6. Prices listed above are only for patterns made by Patternworks, Inc.
7. 35% up charge applies to pattern revisions for patterns not made by Patternworks, Inc.

**LIMITED WARRANTY & LIABILITY**
While every care is taken in producing and reviewing the preparation of patterns, PATTERNWORKS MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR PURPOSE, OR OTHERWISE. IN THE EVENT OF ANY DISCREPANCY OR ERROR, PATTERNWORKS’ LIABILITY IS THEREFORE LIMITED SOLELY TO THE REMUNERATION PAID TO PATTERNWORKS BY THE CUSTOMER. IN NO EVENT SHALL PATTERNWORKS HAVE ANY RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES INCURRED AS A RESULT OF ANY ERROR.